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The toxic vapors sources included GB, GD and HD.
Among the foams were 10 fire fighter foams (e.g.
AFFF, protein) and the aqueous decontamination
foam CASCAD.
Small scale experiments showed that CASCAD is best
suited for covering a toxic source; a 10cm layer of it
covers and decontaminates GB. The large scale
experiments confirmed that any fire fighter foam is a
suitable cover for a longer or shorter period.
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In the event of an airborne release of chemical agent
or toxic industrial chemical by accidental or intentional
means, emergency responders must have a
reasonable estimate of the location and size of the
resulting hazard area. Emergency responders are
responsible for warning persons downwind of the
hazard to evacuate or shelter-in-place and must know
where to look for casualties after the hazard has
passed or dissipated. Given the same source
characterization, modern hazard assessment models
provide comparable concentration versus location and
time estimates. Even urban hazard assessment
models often provide similar predictions. There is a
major shortcoming, though, in applying model output
to estimating human toxicity effects. There exist a
variety of toxicity values for non-lethal effects ranging
from short-term to occupational to lifetime exposures.
For health and safety purposes, these estimates are
all safe-sided in converting animal data to human
effects and in addressing the most sensitive subset of
the population. In addition, these values are usually
based on an assumed 1 hour exposure duration at
constant concentration and do not reflect either a
passing cloud.s concentration profile or duration.
Emergency responders need expected value toxicity

parameters rather than the existing safe-sided ones.
This presentation will specify the types of toxicity
values needed to provide appropriate chemical hazard
estimates to emergency responders and will
demonstrate how dramatically their use changes the
hazard area.
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The introduction of this work describes the legal
regulations which regulate the conditions and method
of the transport of hazardous substances, necessary
documentation for storage, forwarding and transport.
Hazardous substances are defined and classified
according to the ADR. The necessary security
measures which are taken for the transport of
particular types of hazardous substances are
mentioned. Marking and labeling of vehicles for the
transport of hazardous substances (plates and lists of
hazards), packing and marking of packaging is
important. The safety measures which are taken at the
filling stations of combustible liquids as well as places
specially organized for filling, prohibitions and
limitations and necessary transport documentation are
mentioned.
It is visible from the above mentioned that the activity
of the whole security chain is necessary and depends
on the good knowledge of basic characteristics and
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